FRBNY Estimate of the Path of Clearing Bank Intraday Credit Risk Reduction in the Tri-Party Repo Market

- **JPMC stops intraday lending on non-maturing trades**
- **BNYM stops intraday lending against DTC sourced collateral**
- **JPMC stops intraday lending on rolling maturities (i.e., rolled trades)**
- **BNYM stops intraday lending on non-maturing trades and rolling maturities (i.e., rolled trades)**
- **JPMC introduces rolling batch settlement** and achieves a 10% cap on intraday credit
- **BNYM introduces rolling settlement** achieves a 10% cap on intraday credit

---


*Intraday credit is extended only on trades maturing on that day (overnight and other maturing trades).

*This change eliminates intraday lending on maturing trades that are being renewed with the same counterparty, collateral, and value.

*This change eliminates intraday lending on maturing trades that are being renewed with the same counterparty and collateral. Where there are decreases in dollar value, intraday credit is extended on the delta.

*JPMC and BNYM are introducing individual and distinct rolling settlement processes to facilitate the end of day settlement for their respective customers.

*The 10% cap is a goal established by the industry Task Force in May 2010; see its report.